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It is very important to KEEP YOUR PETS HAIR OUT OF THE WAY – it may be best to put a stocking or sock over the paw, foot and leg of the pet and isolate the nail. Push the nail through an opening at the tip of the sock to trim the nails.
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How to Clean

Ensure gentle paws™ nail trimmer is OFF and remove batteries.
Never clean gentle paws™ nail trimmer or replace stone/bands with motor ON.
Wipe gentle paws™ nail trimmer with a damp cloth.
Never use gentle paws™ nail trimmer with water.
Remove Safety Guard and wipe debris with a damp cloth.

Notes

This product is recommended to be used with the Safety Guard in place at all times.
This product is intended to be used as a pet nail trimmer only.
Only use Oster® replacement bands and stones with this product.

For replacement Stones & Bands
www.osterpro.com/shop
Oster Direct® 1-888-285-9156

Before trimming your pets nails

You should secure your pet before nail trimming. It may be helpful to have another person help you restrain and comfort your pet. The operator should have both hands available for trimming the pet’s nails.

Rub their paws with your hands and allow them to get used to the touch.

Introduce the gentle paws™ nail trimmer to your pet with it in the OFF position.

Acclimate your pet to the gentle paws™ nail trimmer by having them rub their paws with your hands and allow them to get used to the touch. You should secure your pet before nail trimming. It may be helpful to have another person help you restrain and comfort your pet. The operator should have both hands available for trimming the pet’s nails.

After a few rounds of introduction, your pet should be on its way to a safe and healthy groom.

Remember – you are in charge. The more assertive you are the more comfortable your pet will become.

Be patient with your pet. Do not use gentle paws™ nail trimmer until your pet is completely comfortable.

For Long Hair Breeds

The cat would like to obtain warranty service, please call 1-888-285-9156

What are the limits on Sunbeam’s Liability?

Sunbeam shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages caused by the breach of any express, implied or statutory warranty or condition.

Except to the extent prohibited by applicable law, any implied warranty or condition of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose is limited in duration to the duration of the above warranty.

Sunbeam disclaims all other warranties, conditions or representations, express, implied, statutory or otherwise. Sunbeam shall not be liable for any damages of any kind resulting from the purchase, use or misuse of, or inability to use the product including incidental, special, consequential or similar damages or loss of profits, or for any breach of contract, fundamental or otherwise, or for any claim brought against purchaser by any other party.

Some provinces, states or jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages or limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations or exclusion may not apply to you.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from province to province, state to state or jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

In the U.S.A., if you have any question regarding this warranty or would like to obtain warranty service, please call 1-888-285-9156

PLEASE DO NOT RETURN THIS PRODUCT TO EITHER OF THESE ADDRESSES.

© 2009 Sunbeam Products, Inc. All rights reserved. Oster® and Oster Direct® are registered trademarks of Sunbeam Products, Inc.

Printed in China.
**Quick Start Guide**

**get gentle paws™ nail trimmer ready**
1. Open battery compartment door and install 4 1.5V ‘AA’ batteries.
2. Press Collet Lock Button and turn Collet to open.
3. Insert grinding band or stone into the Collet.
4. Hold Collet Lock Button and turn Collet to close and secure band or stone.
5. Test to make sure the band or stone is secure.
6. Place Safety Guard on trimmer by screwing on and securing tightly. NOTE: Using the gentle paws™ nail trimmer without the Safety Guard can cause injury or damage to unprotected areas.

**trim pets nails**
1. Always start in position 1 (speed). Hold the unit near the pet for a few seconds before filing to ensure the pet’s comfort.
   
   Take the pet’s paw and gently squeeze the nail between the thumb & pointer finger to extract nail.

   (See back for tips on Long Hair Breeds.)

2. Insert a nail into the Safety Guard opening that is best for your pet’s nail size.
   
   Begin filing each nail, no more than, 2-4 seconds. NEVER trim one nail completely. Alternate between each nail.

3. Look at the nail each time you file to ensure you are taking off layer by layer.
   
   Work the gentle paws™ nail trimmer from the bottom of the nail to the top – in a slow methodical motion. This will round off the nail and leave a smooth finish.

4. Trim around sides of nails to remove sharp edges.

5. Stop when you get close to the Quick. You will see the Quick begin to appear when you look at the nail head on.

**Understanding Stones and Bands:**
- **Grinding Drum** – For use with Grinding Bands.
- **Durable Medium Sanding Band** – Grinds nails down quickly.
- **Durable Fine Sanding Band** – Smoothes rough or sharp edges, leaves a super smooth finish.
- **Grinding Stone** – Long lasting, ideal for grinding multiple dog households.

For Replacement Stones & Bands call 1-888-285-9156